DATA SHEET

SPANNING 360
END-TO-END PROTECTION FOR MICROSOFT 365 AND
G SUITE MAIL, ACCOUNTS AND DATA

Benefits
Protection from sophisticated
cyberattacks including phishing,
business email compromise (BEC),
account takeovers (ATO), identity
spoofing and credential theft.
Comprehensive protection against
Microsoft 365 and G Suite data loss.

Complete Protection
Enterprise-class, end-to-end protection for Microsoft 365 and G Suite with
advanced capabilities to help prevent, anticipate and mitigate account
compromise and data loss caused by phishing, ransomware and malware
attacks, human error, malicious behavior, and configuration and sync errors.
Prevention: Detect and block even the most sophisticated email threats with Graphus,
the powerful phishing defense platform that provides three layers of comprehensive
email security via patented AI technologies.

Improved business continuity and
organizational resiliency.

Anticipation: Secure accounts at risk before data loss occurs with Spanning Dark Web
Monitoring. It combines human expertise and sophisticated dark web intelligence with
comprehensive search capabilities to identify, analyze and proactively monitor your
organization’s compromised or stolen credentials.

KEY CAPABILITIES

Mitigation: Enable end users as well as administrators to quickly find and restore data
to its original state in just a few clicks with Spanning Backup. Cloud-native Platform
3 architecture enables enterprise scale and performance, unlimited data storage and
retention as well as industry-leading security and compliance.

Powerful email security including
three layers of defense, enhanced
with AI and machine learning.

Complete Simplicity

Integrated Dark Web monitoring for
compromised or stolen credentials.
Comprehensive, automated backup of
critical Microsoft 365 and G Suite data.

Purpose-built, cloud-native technology that is remarkably easy to install,
manage and use. It requires no hardware, installed software, redirection
of email routing or configuration of service accounts. The components
activate as apps within Microsoft 365 or G Suite and install in minutes. The
solution is fully automated with an intuitive user interface, enabling end-user
functionality and simplifying administration.

Granular, point-in-time restoration
with cross-user restore.

Complete Value

Unique end-user self-service
functionality.

Provides maximum value by combining comprehensive protection,
streamlined administration and end-user self-service functionality to reduce IT
burden with transparent, per-user pricing and unlimited storage and retention.

START A FREE 14-DAY TRIAL AT WWW.SPANNING.COM

Spanning 360

Email Security:
Three layers of defense powered by patented AI technology
that monitors communication patterns between people,
devices and networks to reveal untrustworthy emails.
TrustGraph automatically detects and quarantines
malicious emails.
EmployeeShield places an interactive warning banner
at the top of potentially suspicious messages.
Phish911 empowers employees to bolster email
security by proactively quarantining messages they
deem suspicious for IT to investigate.

Dark Web Monitoring:
Continuous and intelligent search, analysis and monitoring of
the dark web for potentially compromised or stolen Microsoft
365 and G Suite credentials.
Report with current status as well as alerts of newly
identified compromised accounts.
Customizable dashboard enables filtered views based
on Date, Active Status, Type, Source and more.

Backup and Recovery:
Comprehensive, reliable backup of all critical data from
Microsoft Exchange Online, SharePoint Online, OneDrive and
Teams to G Suite Gmail, Drives and Sites.
Granular search and point-in-time restore including
cross-user restore.
Self-service functionality enables end users to restore
their own emails and documents.
Transparent reporting with detailed status history
and immutable activity log.
Enterprise-class security and compliance; SSAE 16,
SOC2 Type II certified infrastructure globally; COBIT5;
HIPAA certified; FERPA; GDPR compliant.

SCHEDULE A DEMONSTRATION TO
LEARN MORE ABOUT SPANNING 360

ABOUT SPANNING
Spanning Cloud Apps, a Kaseya company,
is the leading provider of backup and
recovery for SaaS applications, helping
organizations around the globe protect
their information in the cloud. The
company provides powerful, enterpriseclass data protection for Microsoft 365,
G Suite and Salesforce. With data centers
located in North America, the EU and
Australia, Spanning Backup is the most
trusted cloud-to-cloud backup solution
for thousands of companies and millions
of users around the world.

LEARN MORE AT SPANNING.COM
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